GFS PREMIER | JUMP
Code:
Sizes:
Colours:
Standard:

S751
17” & 17.5”
Black and Brown
Wide

Centre of balance spot
Patent cantle

The GFS Premier Jump is a forward cut monoflap saddle more suited
to jumping and eventing. Extreme close contact due to the reduced
bulk under the leg and girth points running through the monoflap
seamlessly. The GFS saddle range leather is handpicked from the finest
double stitched calf skin along with contrast stitching for a
more luxurious exterior. The centre of balance spot
conveniently locates you in a neutral position
for close contact. The contoured dual
knee block stabilises the leg without
restriction allowing freedom of
movement.

Contrast
stitching

Monoflap design

X-change
gullet system
Dual density knee block
with memory foam
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Smooth leather
wear guard

GFS PREMIER | DRESSAGE
Centre of balance spot
The GFS Premier Dressage is suited to a variety of horses with an
average wither. Extreme close contact due to the reduced bulk under
the leg and girthing points running through the monoflap seamlessly.
The Y shaped girthing allows movement to prevent restriction under
the horse’s shoulder with an option of three fixing points to secure the
straps. The traditionally designed carbon fibre webbed tree is flexible
which give comfort to both horse and rider allowing
movement in conjunction with the horse. The
centre of balance spot conveniently locates
you in a neutral position for close
contact. The contoured dual knee
block stabilises the leg without
restriction whilst maximising
comfort with the layer of
memory foam to mould
to the rider’s leg.

Code:
Sizes:
Colours:
Standard:

S752
17” & 17.5”
Black
Wide

Contrast
stitching

Patent cantle
Monoflap design

X-change
gullet system
Dual density knee block
with memory foam

Smooth leather
wear guard
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GFS PREMIER | ALPINE BRIDLE
Code:
Sizes:
Colours:

B205
Cob and Full
Black and Brown

Anatomically shaped headpiece
For comfort and distributes pressure

Raised leather and contrast stitching
Featured throughout the range

Free crystal screw on browband
For ease when taking apart

Contoured cheek pieces
Avoids major nerves
and teeth

Soft padded noseband
For maximum comfort
for the horse

Rolled leather
For a perfect
fit solution

Webbed lining with
roller buckles
For a smooth fastening

Extremely padded
comfort chin pad
For maximum comfort for
the horse
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GFS PREMIER | PROSPERITY BRIDLE
Code:
Sizes:
Colours:

B210
Cob and Full
Black and Brown

Anatomically shaped headpiece
For comfort and distributes pressure

Free crystal screw on browband
For ease when taking apart

Raised leather and contrast stitching
Featured throughout the range

Adjustable noseband
For perfect fit solution

Soft padded noseband
For maximum comfort
for the horse

Webbed lining with roller
buckles
For a smooth fastening

Extremely padded comfort chin pad
For maximum comfort for the horse
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GFS PREMIER | BREASTPLATE
Code:
Sizes:
Colours:

B240
Cob/Full (One Size)
Black and Brown

The Premier breastplate is fully adjustable to fit a variety of horses the elastic inserts allow
for freedom of movement without restriction. The breastplate is padded in all areas
most needed for maximum comfort for the horse as well as raised leather and contrast
stitching to team up with the rest of the GFS Premier range. All clips are stainless steel
including a clip to attached to the girth. The breastplate is made from the finest quality
leather for an instantly worn feel.
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GFS PREMIER | REINS
The GFS Premier reins are designed with the rider in mind. The reins are durable with internal webbing yet extremely soft to touch with quality
stainless steel buckles all made from the finest quality leather.

RUBBER GRIP REINS
Code:
B265
Colours: Black and Brown

FLEXISOFT REINS
Code:
B261
Colours: Black and Brown

FLEXISOFT INSIDER GRIP REINS
Code:
B260
Colours: Black and Brown

FLEXISOFT CURB REINS
Code:
B262
Colours: Black
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GFS PREMIER | PRIME BRIDLE
Code:
Sizes:
Colours:

B220
Cob and Full
Black and Brown

Anatomically shaped headpiece
For comfort and distributes pressure

Raised leather
and contrast stitching
Featured throughout the range

Free crystal screw on browband
For ease when taking apart

Soft padded noseband
For maximum comfort for
the horse
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Webbed lining
with roller buckles
For a smooth fastening

GFS PREMIER | AVAIL BRIDLE
Code:
Sizes:
Colours:

B215
B216 Patent Finish
Cob and Full
Black

Anatomically shaped headpiece
For comfort and distributes pressure

Raised leather
and contrast stitching
Free crystal screw on browband

Featured throughout the range

For ease when taking apart

Soft padded noseband
For maximum comfort
for the horse

Webbed lining
with roller buckles
For a smooth fastening
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GFS PREMIER | GIRTHS
FREEDOM EXCEL GIRTH
Code:
B230
Sizes:
24”-30”
Colours: Black and Brown

The Freedom Dressage girth is anatomically contoured around the
horse for maximum comfort using extra padding and extremely
soft leather. The girth has minimal stitching on the inside for a
smooth even finish. The girth features a D ring and leather pockets
to facilitate tucking away the girthing straps. This girth is sure to
reduce pressure and increase horse’s freedom of movement. All
buckles are stainless steel.

ENDURANCE GIRTH
Code:
B235
Sizes:
44”-54”
Colours: Black and Brown

The Endurance girth is anatomically shaped and contoured around the horse for maximum comfort. The
extra padding and extremely soft leather enable maximum comfort. The girth has minimal stitching on
the inside for a smooth even finish. The girth features D rings for training related items and a leather strap
for martingales and breast plates. This extremely soft and padded girth is sure to reduce pressure and
increase the horse’s freedom of movement. All buckles are stainless steel.
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GFS PREMIER | ACCESSORIES
DELUXE HEADCOLLAR
Code:
B280
Sizes:
Cob & Full
Colours: Black and Brown

PREMIER STIRRUP LEATHERS
Code:
B250
Sizes:
55” & 60”
Colours: Black & Brown / Contrast Stitch & Matching

Designed with quality comfort and
performance in mind. To compliment
the rest of our premier collection. The
headcollar comes with an anatomically
shaped headpiece. Padded noseband
to even pressure and to comfort whilst
wearing for long periods of time.
Adjustable from both sides. Throat
lash including clips on both sides.

The GFS stirrup leathers compliment the whole of the
Premier range with performance comfort and quality in
mind. Internal webbing to minimise stretch, covered in a
high-quality calf skin. Optional contrast stitch detailing.

PREMIER BROWBANDS
Code:
B288 / B270 / B271
Sizes:
Cob & Full
Colours: Black and Brown
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GFS PREMIER | SADDLE FEATURES

The GFS Premier saddle range is beyond extraordinary, built on
a traditionally shaped carbon fibre webbed tree designed on
a CAD machine for precision. With comfort at heart of the
saddle range all features are designed around the horse and
rider’s best interest. The saddle panels are wider and flatter
than an average saddle to distribute any pressure on the
horses back. The webbing on the tree allows movement for
both horse and rider to prevent restriction. Dual density knee
blocks give the rider the best possible security in the saddle
without restriction. The monoflap design gives the rider the
closest contact possible to the horse.

Telephone: +44 (0)1922 638094
Fax: +44 (0)1922 622921
Email: sales@fieldhouse.co.uk
Showroom
Fieldhouse Riding Equipment Ltd
Birchills Industrial Estate
Green Lane
Walsall
West Midlands
WS2 8LE

www.gfsriding.co.uk
Carefully hand finished in Walsall, England

